Perspectives of Reprogramming Breast Cancer Metabolism.
Reprogramming of cellular metabolism is one of the hallmarks of breast cancer. Breast cancer cells remodel metabolic network to maintain their transformed state and survive in a harsh tumor microenvironment. Dysregulated metabolism further interacts with cellular signaling and epigenetics to promote breast cancer development. Meanwhile, breast cancer stem cells exhibit unique metabolic features, which are critical for therapeutic resistance and tumor recurrence. Besides, aberrant metabolism of breast cancer cells reshapes tumor microenvironment, such as promoting cancer vascularization and sabotaging tumor immunity, to accelerate tumor progression. These special metabolic traits not only open vulnerabilities of breast cancer by targeting essential metabolic pathways but also provide promising diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers to facilitate clinical investigations. Studies in the last few decades have significantly advanced our understanding of mechanisms underlying the reprogramming of breast cancer metabolism and metabolic regulation of breast cancer biology. Targeting tumor metabolism serves as a potentially effective therapeutic approach to suppress breast cancer.